
 

ZT-18 Automatic Teabag Packaging Machine (with tag & 
paper outer bag) 
 

 
 
 ZT-18 Automatic Teabag Packaging Machine is a kind of machine used for packing tea seeds, 
medical, health-care and tea industries granular shaped ingredients. All of these items could be 
packed with both inner and outer envelope and with thread and tag at the same time. 
  
Features: 

 
The processes of bag making measuring, filling, sealing, cutting, counting and hot pressing code 
can be done automatically. Handling thread and tag would be a specific point of this machine, 
which would be a good convenient for customers while drinking tea. 
Depending on product property and filling range 
  
1. An outer seal paper by stepper motor control, bag length stable, accurate positioning;  
2. Using the PID controller to adjust the temperature, temperature control more accurate;  
3. The operation of the machine is controlled by PLC, HMI display, easy to operate;  
4. All accessible part of SUS304 stainless steel material, a reliable guarantee health product;  
5. Part of the work cylinder using imported parts; ensure the accuracy and stability of its work.  
6. The machine can complete additional device flat cut, date printing, easy to tear, and other 
functions. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Model ZT-18 

Sealing type three letters 

Measurement range 1-15 g / bag (special specifications can be separately) 

Inside the bag dimensions 
length 50-75mm; wide 50-

75mm (special specifications can be separately) 

Outer bag dimensions 
length 85-120mm; wide 75-

95mmspecial specifications can be separately) 

Label Size 25X25 (L * W) (special specifications can be separately) 

Input Power 220V / 50HZ single phase 

Total power 3.7kw 

Heater 
Longitudinal sealing heating tube (inside) 110V 350W 2 Pcs 

The horizontal sealing heating tube (inside) 110V 350W 2 PCS 

Tags Heater 110V 100W 2 pCS 

Under the vertical seal heating ring (
outer) 

110V 350W 2 PCS 

Under the horizontal sealing heating 
tube (outside) 

110V 350W 2 PCS 

Dimensions: 1050X700X1300 (L * W * H mm) 

 


